




Description

Introducing our Small Faux Lavender Spray, a must-have for those who desire the beauty of lavender all year round. This exquisite spray is meticulously handcrafted
to replicate the delicate details and colors of real lavender, offering a lifelike alternative that lasts indefinitely. Experience the realism of our Small Faux Lavender Spray
as you run your fingers through its intricately designed blooms and leaves. Each detail is crafted with precision, capturing the essence of natural lavender and bringing
a touch of nature into your home. Don't be fooled by its small size - this spray boasts impressive fullness, with approximately 7 lush lavender blooms that fill any space
with elegance and charm. Whether used as a single stem or bundled together to create a captivating arrangement, the fullness of our Faux Lavender Spray will make
a lasting impression. Versatility is another key benefit of this artificial lavender spray. Its flexible stem allows for easy positioning and adjustment, making it effortless to
incorporate into various décor styles or floral displays. Add a touch of charm to a vase, embellish a wreath, or create a botanical centerpiece - the possibilities are
endless. With its handcrafted nature, this Faux Lavender Spray transforms any room into a haven of natural beauty. Unlike real lavender, it requires no maintenance or
water, giving you the freedom to enjoy its timeless elegance without any effort. Indulge in the lifelike realism, fullness, versatility, and handcrafted beauty of our Small
Faux Lavender Spray. Enhance your space with this everlasting piece of nature, and let its charm and grace rejuvenate your surroundings

Specification

Length:  25cm

Height:  34cm

Width:  25cm

Weight:  0.03kg

CBM:  0.1780  

Barcode:  5050140733394

Colour:  Purple

Material:  Plastic

Inner Qty:  36

Outer Qty:  432

Small Lavender Spray

a must-have for those who desire the beauty of lavender all year round. This exquisite spray is meticulously handcrafted to replicate the delicate details and colours of real lavender

Code: 17333

Dimensions: 25L x 25W x 34H
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Chosen for its realism

Handcrafted

Stylish and elegant design


